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Time for education institutions to  

harness power of mobile 
Interview with higher education learning expert Wonga Ntshinga

M
ore students access the internet on their mobile phones than using 

their own laptops or tablets. Education that does not embrace this 

reality is not meeting students where they are, an expert says.

“A survey of students in preparation for the rollout of IIELearn, the learning 

management platform of The Independent Institute of Education, showed that 

more than 95% of the students involved used their phones to access 

information,” says Wonga Ntshinga, Senior Head of Programme: Faculty of ICT 

at The Independent Institute of Education.

“This trend is an international reality which is increasingly reflected in how 

learning management systems and other learning apps are designed. It is 

increasingly rare to find an application for teaching and learning that is not 

mobile friendly. It therefore makes sense for South African higher education 

institutions – whether public or private – to support the integration of mobile 

devices and apps in formal and informal learning environments,” he says.

Ntshinga says the time is long overdue for those institutions who have not yet 

embarked on incorporating mobile education (m-education), to start investigating 

how they can do so, particularly when it comes to the opportunities mobile 

technology provides, for example quick and efficient feedback from students. 

“South Africa is still some way from the ideal where students are able to walk 

into a classroom, download the presentations or content for the current lecture 

using their mobile devices, interact with this content, each other and the lecturer 

during the session and even be assessed – formally or informally.” 

While this may sound intimidating, there are in fact many free applications 

available to teachers and lecturers even in institutions where there is not a 

formal strategy in this regard. 

Ntshinga says that success in m-education requires attention to the four 

following principles:

Providing the necessary secure and managed ICT infrastructure and services, 1. 

particularly Wi-Fi, before introducing additional demand on these resources; 

Focusing on the fact that student adoption will be driven by lecturer and 2. 

teacher adoption and therefore the need to ensure that lecturers and 

teachers are well trained and supported;

Developing and resourcing a content team – including instructional designers, 3. 

content providers and other experts – that focus on creating a successful 

user experience with high quality content that is easy to navigate on mobile 

devices. These teams will usually comprise of internal as well as external 

experts; and 

Designing an ongoing cycle of getting feedback from students and lecturers 4. 

and using this to improve the quality of what is being offered. 

“Compared to laptops, mobile devices 

are more affordable and practical, more 

robust and require less power. They are 

also safer to carry in public places or on 

public transport as they are more readily 

concealed,” says Ntshinga. 

“From a usage point of view, they are 

already ubiquitous in many spaces, yet 

very few higher education institutions 

have so far embarked on a deliberate 

m-education approach to ensure that 

learners can use their own devices. To 

an extent the cost of data has stood in 

the way of this, but the impact of the 

personal cost of data is reduced when 

the opportunities provided by on-campus 

Wi-Fi, cheaper fibre-based connectivity 

in communities, as well as city-wide and 

commercial offering of free Wi-Fi, are 

taken into consideration.”

Ntshinga says the opportunity should 

not be missed by those wanting to 

connect learning with where students 

are already active – on their phones.

“Universities and colleges must 

therefore remain abreast of current and 

emerging trends in technologies, to 

ensure that education in South Africa as 

a whole becomes increasingly current, 

relevant, relatable and most importantly, 

accessible.”  
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Ed-Tech Speak – “words are all we have” 
Following on from the July issue editor’s column comments about 
the Neil Selwyn article: Digital Innovation, Creativity & Knowledge in 
Education’ conference – Qatar, January 2015, here are some more 
thoughts around the language of technology in education. 

Ed-Tech Speak is highly political in both its nature and its effect. These 

should not be treated simply as benign or neutral words, terms, phrases 

and statements. Instead, these are powerful means of advancing the 

interests and agendas of some social groups over the interests of 

others. As such, this limited linguistic base is a serious problem for 

anyone concerned with the democratic potential of digital technology 

in education.

Indeed, very little Ed-Tech Speak could be described honestly as objective, 

accurate or appropriately nuanced. Instead, the language favoured 

within education to describe digital processes and practices tends to be 

value-laden.

This is language that is often certain what should be happening, thereby 

leaving little room for alternate outcomes. For example, a seemingly 

innocuous term such as ‘learning technology’ implies an unambiguous 

purpose for digital technology in education – that is, as a tool that is 

deployed in the pursuit of learning. Consider the implications and 

inferences of other common terms of the trade – ‘virtual learning 

environment’, ‘Smart Board’, ‘intelligent tutoring system’ and ‘connected 

learning’. Such labels convey a clear sense of what will happen when these 

technologies are used in education.

Certainly, the possibility of technology not leading to learning and/or other 

educational gains is rarely a matter for consideration.

Of course, the individuals and organisations who speak and write about 

education and technology in these ways would most likely contend that 

they are doing nothing wrong. Surely such language conveys a constructive 

sense of hope, optimism and ambition to improve education. Surely 

there is no shame in ‘talking up’ the imminent realisation of the digital 

transformation of education.

Surely it is far better to be a yea-sayer than a naysayer. Yet anyone not 

drinking the Ed-Tech Kool-Aid might do well to distance themselves from 

much of the language that pervades digital education. Instead, this is an 

aspect of education and technology that requires far more critical scrutiny 

than it currently receives.

This indifference both to the facts and contextual realities of the situations 

being spoken about is one of the most problematic aspects of the language 

that pervades education and technology.

Many discussions of education and technology are therefore the result of 

people talking loudly, confidently and with sincerity regardless of accuracy, 

nuance and/or sensitivity to the realities of which they speak.

Yours in education

Janos Bozsik
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Knowledge Network –  
testimonies of success 
The Knowledge Network in-school Diploma Programme (KN Level 05) is the only programme of its 
kind in the world – and it’s a South Africa first. The programme offers a solution to all skills 
development problems for our youth in work, studies or life. It is used in English dual medium 
schools and is successful in foreign language schools such as the Deutsche Schule, which uses 
OpenOffice with Windows. 

The programme also solves any problems new teachers may have in integrating technology in learning. This is a critical skill 

identified by the Department of Education as more schools in South Africa are adopting e-learning and technology in  

the classroom. 

Below are three testimonials highlighting the success of the programme.

t e c h n o l o g y  f e a t u r e

t es t imonia l

t e c h n o l o g y  f e a t u r et es t imonia l

the research for which helps  

learners at school, university and  

in life. The topic for 2017 is  

social media and translation 

software.

Jil’s analysis of the collaborative 

input resulted in approximately 

twenty 1-hour sessions which I then 

worked through with educators 

presenting KN Level 05 so they 

were equipped with the “know-

how” to deliver the learning to 

their students.

The first results of this process were 

from Grey High School, Port Elizabeth. 

The work done by their learners 

is awesome, their results just 

as awesome.

Another positive element about the 

KN Level 05 results is the learners 

who read the paper, complete and 

understand the research, do the 

required project work and have the 

required “look” all score 70%. The 

pass mark for all Knowledge Network 

certificates, in-school diploma in this 

case, is 70%.

As the learners are about to head 

off to the work place or to colleges 

and universities, Knowledge Network 

By Ashley Grant, educator & mentor at 
the School of Merit
I am a Knowledge Network Mentor. I mentor both educators and learners 

from pre-primary to KN Level 05 in Grade 11 and 12. The most rewarding 

part is the end of KN Level 05. That might sound strange, but let 

me explain.

The KN Level 05 year is the culmination of all the hard work by learners and 

mentors, a nerve-racking year for both. The wonderful part is I see them 

apply all they have learned and know it will stand them in good stead for 

years to come.

Not only does Knowledge Network teach learners to use windows-

based systems, iPads, Macs, OpenOffice and Androids but also 

covers aspects such as e-learning to ensure learners have the coping 

skills to apply their knowledge. The programme includes researching, 

creativity, critical thinking, social media safety, layout, life, entrepreneurial 

skills and much more. This ensures learners achieve holistic learning.

“So much to do in so little time”. This often represents the final years of 

school but thank goodness with Knowledge Network the learners are 

prepared so well throughout the years that in the final stretch it is a 

consolidation of all that has been learned. 

One of my responsibilities this year was to get an 80% pass rate from the 

teachers presenting KN Level 05 to learners.

“My mentor” in this was Jil Hrdliczka, Founder of Knowledge  

Network. Before mentoring me she invested many hours creating  

a collaborative learning project. Educators, learners and mentors had  

an opportunity to submit their input about what learners needed to cover  

and in what depth in order to score 70% in a 4-hour assessment.  

Every year a market-related topic is selected for the assessment,  

We are honoured to be part of the 

Knowledge Network Team and a big 

thank you to all those learners and 

educators who participate in Jil’s 

collaborative learning projects. Of 

course, all this success for the 

learners is not possible without the 

innovative and visionary decision-

making of the principals and 

management teams of schools that 

partner with Knowledge Network.

throughout my degree (especially in 

my Honours year). 

I can definitely say, without the 

knowledge network course I would 

have struggled in varsity, and I would 

not have been able to integrate 

technology into my teaching nearly  

as much as what I currently do. It  

is very easy to underestimate the 

value behind the programme, trust  

I did, but I cannot actually thank 

knowledge network (and my Computer 

teacher, Mrs Gattoo) enough  

for teaching me such valuable and 

useful skills.

revisits referencing, presentation of work and spread-sheeting.  

After completing a project on referencing learners told me they so 

appreciated these sessions as it helped with their class work. It will  

also be critical for the completion of assignments for their further  

studies. I felt proud of them as I had, of course, always known the benefits 

and now they were recognising it for themselves, a sign they had  

grown up.

I had the opportunity to chat with past students. They have all said “thank 

you”. What they have learned through Knowledge Network has made a 

world of difference.

Thank you Knowledge Network: By Claire 
Bristow, past student of St Teresa’s School
I was lucky enough to attend a school that offered the knowledge network 

programme. Between 2008 and 2012, I completed the knowledge network 

programme and reached level 5. 

By completing the course, I enhanced my computer literacy courses 

immensely. It laid down the fundamental computer literacy skills, as well 

as prepared me for the computer skills I needed to pass my matric CAT 

exam, as well as for the computer literacy skills I needed for university and 

later for my work as a teacher. 

By the time I got to University, my computer skills exceeded those  

who did not have the privilege of taking the course. I have been able  

to fully utilise the computer programs that were required  

Kevin Stewart – father of two learners who completed the 
Knowledge Network Level 05 in-school Diploma Programme

Both of my children went through the Knowledge Network programme  

from the prep school through the college. They were enabled and  

equipped with core skills and knowledge including being able to  

format documents, write and compile reports, work with spreadsheets, 

analyse and express data in readable or graphic form, conduct  

research and undertake resource-based learning, work with databases  

and web design, compile and conduct presentations, create digital  

graphic designs and construct pictures and vector designs, to name but  

a few. 

All of the above lessons could be applied across platforms using various 

devices. The students are not limited or restricted to a specific device or a 

particular operating system. Evaluation is continuous and on-going, with 

external moderation and certification that ensures exacting standards as 

well as the required body of knowledge and skill sets.

Upon my children’s entry to university 

(different universities) they were 

required to complete an IT literacy 

test. I am proud to say that both 

achieved well above the required 70% 

pass and were well above the norms 

and standards of their fellow students. 

This spoke volumes for the 

competence and efficacy of the 

Knowledge Network programme.

The long term learning benefits derived 

there from are essential life skills and 

form a solid platform for any school 

leaver.
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Everything you need to teach, digitally
Whether you’re sharing teaching materials or enjoying your school’s own digital content library, Snapplify’s 
suite of products is designed to empower you to deliver the best digital learning experience for your students.

O
ver 500 South African schools are already using Snapplify for Education 

to read and learn digitally. One such school is Cape Town’s Parklands 

College, an esteemed pre-primary to matric school, where blended and 

digital learning have transformed classrooms.

Striving to provide excellence in all facets of its operation, Parklands College 

needed a turnkey digital content solution that fitted seamlessly with the school’s 

existing ICT structures.

Tools for teaching
Snapplify believes in building high-quality digital reading and learning tools that 

empower educators to do what they do best: teach. 

When Parklands College signed up as an institution with Snapplify, we set them 

up with a branded digital content store and eLearning system to support the use 

of digital textbooks in their classrooms. Snapplify ensured that all Parklands’ 

required textbooks were available on the Parklands store for parents and 

students to purchase. Alongside this educational content, the school can 

encourage leisure reading with a supplementary digital library of bestselling fiction.

Everything in one place
Books bought in a school’s store are immediately downloaded and available in 

Snapplify’s Reader application, which is available for iOS, Android, Windows, Mac 

OS and Chrome OS. For Parklands, an Apple-only school using MacBooks and 

iPads, the Reader app was enabled for iOS and Mac.

Teachers also have the option of using Snapplify’s Resource Cloud, which allows 

sharing of teacher-created materials (such as course outlines, worksheets, 

exercises, notes or lesson summaries) with students. Importantly, this function 

is also not limited to written resources! Teachers can share video and audio 

content too – from filming a science experiment on their phones and uploading it 

to the cloud for the class to watch again later, to recording a series of lessons 

as a podcast and sharing this as a revision tool. 

These resources are made available in the Snapplify Reader application, 

alongside prescribed textbooks. Not only does this easy access mean students 

never lose notes and worksheets, but they have everything they need to study in 

one place.

Reduced data costs
The foundation of the Snapplify platform is our innovative solution for low-

bandwidth digital content distribution. The award-winning Snapplify Snappbox 

makes this a reality by allowing access to and download of eBooks within the 

school, rather than downloading eBooks individually via the internet.

Continued support
In addition to supplying this cohesive platform, Snapplify continues to provide 

high customer-service levels, and fast and effective technical support for students 

and staff at Parklands College.

‘The Snapplify platform provides a free, 

personalised online eBook store for 

schools and the white labeled eBook 

readers support any platform. What is 

key is that the solution centralises and 

simplifies the eBook experience from 

procurement to end user usage and 

support. Less is definitely more!’ – 

Richard Knaggs, Director of Technology 

& Innovation, Parklands College

Email education@snapplify.com to chat 

about your specific needs and how we 

can work together, or meet up with us at 

one of these upcoming events:

ICP Convention: 22 to 25 September, •	
CTICC, Cape Town

LeaderEx: 5 September, Sandton •	
Convention Centre, Johannesburg

eLearning Conference: 5 to •	
7 September, Emperors Palace, 

Johannesburg

We believe that digital learning is the 

future. Keep up to date with what we’re 

doing in education by signing up to our 

mailing list: http://eepurl.com/bPlsaL 

Website: http://www.snapplify.com/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/Snapplify 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/

snapplify/  

Snapplify for Education empowers educators to transform 
their classrooms. From eTextbooks, audio and video, to 
other interactive content — we provide you with the tools 
you need to teach and learn, digitally.

CALL OUR EDUCATION TEAM TODAY AT 021 975 7192 FOR 
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO TEACH & LEARN, DIGITALLY.

Contact Us
www.snapplify.com
info@snapplify.com

@Snapplify
/snapplify





t e c h n o l o g y  f e a t u r e

dig i ta l  ed

Learners from Parklands College 
using Snapplify for Education

http://eepurl.com/bPlsaL
http://eepurl.com/bPlsaL
http://www.snapplify.com/
https://twitter.com/Snapplify
https://www.facebook.com/snapplify/
https://www.facebook.com/snapplify/
https://twitter.snapplify
https://facebook.com/snapplify
mailto:info@snapplify.com
http://www.snapplify.com
http://www.snapplify.com
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CAD

student plays in the development of 

their F1 car.” 

Mr Kgasoe said there is also more 

interest from other students who have 

seen the benefits from learning science 

and maths.”

Mr Sangari added that the programme 

develops entrepreneurial skills in 

students who are required to research, 

prepare a business plan and build links 

with industry to gain sponsorship. 

Students gain first-hand experience in 

marketing and accounting as they need 

to provide a complete portfolio as part 

of the competition. 

“The F1 competition focuses on blended 

learning through a cross curricula 

approach where learners physically 

apply what is learnt in the classroom. 

The true value lies in how learners 

take ownership of their own learning,” 

he said. 

“What makes the F1 in Schools 

Technology Challenge different is that it 

entails a comprehensive and inclusive 

learning approach. Learners engage with 

subjects that improve their literacy, 

numeracy, sport and sports science, 

design and technology, art and design, 

textiles knowledge, STEM learning, 

computing, and business and 

enterprise,” concluded Mr Sangari.  

30 Schools do CAD Training  
for F1 in Schools Competition
Over the past month 170 pupils from 30 schools in the Gauteng region, including 30 teachers competed a 
computer Aided Design (CAD) introduction course in preparation for the 2017/18 F1 in Schools race season.

T
he training, provided by Sangari Education, was done at Tshwane University 

of Technology. The teams that attended are competing for the chance to 

go to the international competition in 2018. 

“Students and teachers worked through tutorials, and on completion, each team 

designed their own F1 cars that will be competing in the racing scheduled to 

start in August,” said Pieter du Plessis, F1 in Schools programme manager at 

Sangari Education.

“Based on each team’s design, the F1 cars will be manufactured at Sangari 

Education’s offices overlooking the Kyalami race track. It is a great setting to 

prepare for the F1 in Schools competition,” he said.

The racing cars are designed using Siemens’ Solid Edge CAD software supplied 

locally by ESTEQ, who are also assisting Sangari with training of the teachers. 

This software is used for designing the shape as well as simulating the airflow 

allowing the design to be optimised before sending through for manufacture on 

a high-precision milling machine.

“The vehicles are then tested in a wind tunnel to ascertain the resistance 

characteristics and modifications are made if necessary.” The world record is 

0.997 seconds for the F1 cars rocketing along the 20m race track.

In support of the F1 in schools Challenge the Gauteng Department of Education 

has deployed Technology Senior Education Specialists in every district to assist 

with the roll-out of the programme. The Department is excited to see the impact 

the experience will have on the learner’s ability to relate to the theory being 

taught in the technology syllabus and the overall improvement in Maths, Science 

and Technology results, said Mr du Plessis.

F1 in Schools is as an educational competition that promotes Science, 

Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) where schools build a model 

F1 racing car and compete in inter-school racing competitions. The winning team 

will represent South Africa at the international finals later this year,” said Bez 

Sangari, CEO of Sangari Education. 

Pule Kgasoe, teacher at Aurora Girls High School in Soweto, who competed in 

the 2016/17 season, said: “The competition has raised our students’ work 

ethic. They are now more organised and disciplined, and the programme has 

created new interest in maths and science.” 

“The F1 programme has also enabled students to gain more confidence as well 

as improve their time and resource management skills,” he said.

“Team work has encouraged students’ on a journey of self-discovery.  

New career paths are being explored based on the various roles each  

CAD training at TUT

Empowering learning through technology 

3 – 4 October 2017
Sandton Convention Centre, Johannesburg, South Africa

AFRICA’S LARGEST EDTECH 
CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION

Title Sponsor: Endorsed by:

4 TRACKS OF CONTENT
150 SPEAKERS
500 DELEGATES
3000 ATTENDEES

 www.terrapinn.com/edutechafrica

http://www.terrapinn.com/edutechafrica
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Ten teachers in the running for  

ICT in Education Awards
The Internet Service Providers’ Association of SA (ISPA) announced this week that ten outstanding 
educators from around the country have been selected as finalists in its long-running ISPA SuperTeacher 
of the Year Awards.

S
et to take place as part of next month’s annual iWeek Internet industry 

gathering, the ISPA SuperTeacher of the Year Awards are a highlight of 

South Africa’s ICT in education advocacy community. The iWeek event will 

be held from 4 to 7 September 2017 at the Southern Sun Elangeni and 

Maharani, a spectacular landmark on Durban’s Golden Mile.

The competition is managed by the Digital Education Institute (DEI), a non-profit 

educational organisation. The 2017 ISPA SuperTeacher of the Year competition 

gives educators an opportunity to showcase their skills in using Information 

Communication Technologies (ICT) to improve the educational environment in 

their classrooms, schools or communities.

According to Project Manager, Milford Malunga of DEI, “The required projects 

submitted by the ten ISPA SuperTeacher of the Year finalists reflect the growing 

influence and importance of the wider, all encompassing digital environment. The 

judges were impressed by the ability of the finalists to translate global 

technological advances into local practical applications.”

The ten educators selected as finalists will compete for the titles of ISPA 

SuperTeacher of the Year, ISPA TechTeacher of the Year and ISPA 

MobileTechTeacher of the Year and are as follows

Anel Flack (Hoerskool Standerton), Peter Lekolwane (Diopong Primary School), 

Mokhudu Machaba (Ngwanamago Primary), Matema Jacobeth Malatji (Diopong 

Primary School), Marina Myburgh (Crawford College Sandton), Dimakatso Sefora 

(Saron), Mokgethoa Ingrid Sethemane (Mashile Primary), Amandla Vinjwa (Sivile 

Primary School), Mmatjie Olivia Rasehlo (Toronto Primary) and Flora Lepota 

Mokaba (Badimong Primary).

South Africa’s longest-running ICT in 

education competition is sponsored by 

ISPA, a non-profit Internet industry 

representative body. A fixture of the 

annual iWeek programme is a gala 

dinner where the winners of the three 

categories in the prestigious ISPA 

SuperTeacher of the Year competition 

are announced from the ten finalists.

The Mighty Pen EDUCATION magazine 

is offering the winners a free lifetime 

subscription to the digital magazine. 

The principals of the winning schools 

will also receive the digital magazine 

and may freely distribute it to 

their staff.

The magazine will also offer the winning 

schools a free double page spread 

feature to be used as a school profile 

highlighting the history and achievements 

of the school. 

More information about the ISPA 

SuperTeacher finalists can be found at 

www.ispasuperteachers.co.za   

e d u c a t i o n  m a t t e r s

awards

Here’s to the teachers who
go the extra mile

classroomsolutions.co.za
FREE

Register for FREE at 
ClassroomSolutions.co.za 
to start receiving exclusive 
special 

Contact us

http://schools.pearson.co.za

Explore our supplementary resources
 on a

Mighty Pen Supp material ad 08_17.indd   1 2017/08/16   4:34 PM

http://www.ispasuperteachers.co.za
http://classroomsolutions.co.za
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CSI Awards recognises Peermont 
employees for contributions to community development 
Leading hospitality group, Peermont, Hotels, Casinos and Resorts, hosted an awards ceremony 
celebrating the contributions of all those involved in making its various CSI projects a success over the 
last year. The event was hosted on Friday, 25 August 2017 at Emperors Palace, where attendees will be 
treated to an exquisite dinner in celebration of all their hard work. 

T
he CSI Awards celebrates the important contributions of our people, 

who play a major role in the success of the many upliftment projects 

sponsored by Peermont,” says Vusi Zwane, trustee of Peermont 

Community Benefit Trust. “Every Peermont unit nationwide supports a CSI 

initiative, and this event highlights the fantastic work being done to create 

sustainable development for the community.”

Peermont’s CSI initiatives contribute millions of Rands to the communities 

surrounding its business units each year. In 2016 alone, Peermont invested 

an impressive R42 million towards the growth and development of local 

communities across its properties.

The Peermont Children’s Trust, for example, is an after-school care 

programme that assists over 600 children across seven centres throughout 

Ekurhuleni. Beneficiaries receive nutritious meals, and space to do their 

homework in a safe environment, all supervised by professional care-givers. 

Peermont sponsors 260 learners at three Star School sites each year to help 

increase student pass rates for these crucial subjects. The learners are 

provided with extra lessons in Mathematics, English and Physical Science, 

and are in turn invited to apply for a bursary through the Peermont Education 

Trust. To date, the Trust has celebrated 117 graduates in various fields of 

study, including commerce, engineering, medical technology and physics.

Peermont also opened its very own hotel school at Emperors Palace aimed 

at upskilling young people in the Ekurhuleni area, where learners are taught 

theory and practical skills to pursue careers in the hospitality and tourism 

sectors – two of the highest-growing economic sectors in South Africa. Over 

1,000 learners are expected to enrol at the school in the next three years. 

“Providing disadvantaged children and youth with educational tools and 

access to quality education remains vitally important to us,” says Zwane. 

“Our programmes have a natural 

progression and we have instituted a 

pipeline that starts with the school 

years and continues until the youth 

become economically active, either 

through full-time employment or by 

starting their own enterprise.”

Peermont sponsors full bursaries  

for deserving matriculants from 

Ekurhuleni, offering a mentorship 

programme and holistic support 

throughout the student’s tertiary years, 

with a graduation rate of 85%. Along 

with deserving Peermont employees, 

four graduates will also be recognised 

at the CSI Awards, including Thabang 

Maepa, who attained a Cum Laude for 

his B.Sc. Mining degree.

Along with a scrumptious, well- 

deserved celebratory dinner, the CSI 

Awards will include a prize-giving 

ceremony recognising two top  

business units for their community 

involvement and the success of their 

specific CSI projects. 

For more information on the  

Peermont Group and Peermont-

sponsored CSI projects, visit  

www.peermont.com  
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Scrapping compulsory 
mathematics will not solve problem 
The South African Institute of Professional Accountants (SAIPA) has expressed its grave concern about 
the proposed amendment to repeal the compulsory offering of accounting with mathematics.

T
he Department of Basic Education published a notice on 21 July in the 

Government Gazette, inviting input from stakeholders on its proposal to 

repeal mathematics as a requirement for accounting.

SAIPA says in its submission to the Ministry of Basic Education mathematics 

builds skills in concrete reasoning, spatial reasoning, and logical reasoning. It 

sharpens the mind and helps eliminate fuzzy thinking, equipping children with 

tools to defend their worldview and make smart choices.

Faith Ngwenya, technical executive at SAIPA, says doing away with the compulsory 

taking of mathematics will not solve the problem with South Africa’s appalling 

math results.

“You can never be an accountant if you do not understand maths,” she warns.

South Africa already has a shortage of accountants, and making it more difficult 

to obtain the qualification in the required time, will only exacerbate the problem. 

Ngwenya says without mathematics aspirant accountants will struggle. They are 

already struggling, even with mathematics being compulsory.

She feels that it is quite critical for learners to have exposure to mathematics, 

adding that one of the stumbling blocks in the way of improved mathematic 

results is the lack of skilled mathematics teachers.

Ngwenya adds that there are ways to increase the skill levels at schools. 

Government can identify schools with a shortage of skilled teachers, and 

incentivise those with skills to teach at those schools.

“Rather than eliminating the subject because of bad results, the government 

should look at the way teachers are remunerated. We need good quality 

educators.”

SAIPA says in its submission the progress of our civilisation has been mainly due 

to the progress of various occupations such as agriculture, engineering, industry, 

medicine, and navigation.

Mathematics makes a direct or indirect 

contribution to the development of all 

occupations. SAIPA quotes the British 

scientist and author of Mathematics for 

the Million, Lancelot Hogben who 

said “Mathematics is the mirror of 

civilisation”.

Ngwenya puts forward that mathematics 

helps people daily with problem solving, 

time management, calculating tips and 

tax, memorising phone numbers and 

locker combinations, estimating 

distances or weight, and budgeting their 

own affairs.

“We are living in a world of measurements. 

We have to measure lengths, areas, 

volumes and weights. We have to fix 

timings, prices, wages, rates, 

percentages, targets and exchanges,” 

SAIPA reiterates in its submission.  

EduWeek Gauteng’s success 
heralds EduWeek Western Cape’s Launch
The 11th edition of the annual EduWeek event took place at the Gallagher Convention Centre in 
Midrand, Johannesburg in July this year. Hailed as the only all encompassing education event in sub-
Saharan Africa, this year’s event once again brought together the full ecosystem of educational 
solutions and offered 3700+ education professionals that attended the event, the opportunity to 
compare and view more than 160 educational suppliers products and solutions, helping them make 
informed purchasing decisions.

E
duWeek once again made good on its promise to deliver the most 

comprehensive education event on the continent, boasting more than 

50 hours of relevant and inspiring content delivered by more than 

90 respected and influential international and local speakers, all coming together 

with the common goal of advancing educational knowledge in Africa. The 2017 

edition of the event played host to representatives from Botswana, Zimbabwe, 

Zambia, South Sudan, Namibia, South Africa and Rwanda and was proud to host 

Government representatives from eight of the nine Provinces this year. 

One such representative was the Minister of Education for the Western Cape, 

Ms. Debbie Shafer. She was invited to be a part of the Gauteng EduWeek event 

ahead of the exciting announcement that EduWeek will be making its way to the 

Western Cape in October 2017, bringing a unique Cape Town flavour and a focus 

on the future education landscape. Minister Shafer was hugely impressed with 

EduWeek’s Gauteng event and had this to say when asked about the Western 

Cape show “I am very pleased that EduWeek is coming to Cape Town. I would 

like to encourage people to come and participate and share their knowledge 

about education and how we can improve it especially in Africa. I would love to 

see a theme of ‘Future Focused Education” as our goal is to equip our 

young people for active economic participation in the future in a rapidly 

changing world”. 

EduWeek Cape Town 
Will take place at the CTICC on 4 and 5 October 2017, bringing together 

stakeholders in Education from within the Western Cape and surrounding areas, 

who can enjoy the most recognised African education event right on their 

doorstep. The theme for the Cape Town launch is Future Focused Education and 

will elaborate on educational development within the Western Cape and beyond. 

Says Tanya Jackman, Event Director of EduWeek, “EduWeek is proud to 

announce the addition of EduWeek Cape Town. We believe that by bringing 

EduWeek to the Cape, we are offering the Western Cape education community 

the chance to network with leaders, strategic thinkers and entrepreneurs from 

Africa and across the globe in their own province. 

EduWeek Cape Town in partnership with Department of Basic Education, Western 

Cape Education Department and Knowledge Partner Microsoft brings together 

educational professionals across Technology, Vocational & Higher Education, 

Basic Education, Inclusive Education, as well as Early Childhood Development 

and offers the perfect platform in which to view, evaluate and buy new solutions 

for all education institution’s, whilst attending free training sessions dedicated 

to delegates specific needs. Entrance to 

the event is completely free, whether 

you are a Principal, Head of Department, 

Teacher, IT practitioner or involved in 

Corporate Social Responsibility 

initiatives or anyone involved in the 

education community we welcome 

you to attend this not-to-be-missed 

education indaba.

For more information or to register 

for EduWeek Cape Town, visit: 

www eduweek.co.za  
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UN Women reports that increasing women and girls’ education contributes to 

higher economic growth, and international evidence shows that if women control 

a portion of the household income, spending changes in ways that benefit 

children. Extensive research over several decades and across 219 countries 

also indicates that, for every additional year of education that girls and women 

of reproductive age receive, child mortality decreases by 9.5%.

Government undoubtedly has a significant role to play in focusing on the 

education of women. These efforts not only involve putting measures in place 

that aim to keep girls in school, but also pushing a curriculum that promotes 

equal rights and a culture of respect. Emphasising the education of women and 

their economic empowerment is inevitably about educating boys and men as 

much as girls and women, and breaking cultural preconceptions that keep 
More than any other demographic, 

women continue to bear the brunt of 

these inadequacies. More women than 

men are likely to be functionally illiterate 

across all age groups in South Africa, 

and uneducated, underprivileged women 

are often vulnerable, and at the risk of 

unwanted pregnancies, HIV and other 

sexually transmitted diseases. These 

factors remove them prematurely from 

the education system and limit their 

professional development and economic 

independence.

But why is the education of women 

important and whose responsibility is it 

to make it a priority?

Improved levels of education among 

women have long been linked to the 

alleviation of numerous economic, social 

and health issues. Education enables 

women to participate meaningfully in the 

formal economy, so reducing their 

dependence on others – their partners 

especially – and improving their sense 

of self-determination. 

women insufficiently educated and 

occupied in unpaid or informal work.

Of course, these efforts go hand-in-hand 

with making employment opportunities 

available to women that are comparable 

to those available to men. Globally, 

women earn only 60 to 75% of men’s 

salaries on average, and the ratio of 

women to men in senior positions 

remains tipped in favour of the latter. 

South Africa is no exception.

Necessarily, any solution has to be as 

multipronged as the problem itself. It’s 

about combating a system of patriarchy, 

poverty and unemployment that 

persistently leaves women disadvantaged 

and vulnerable. It’s about women 

banding together – as individuals and in 

families, schools, communities and 

businesses – to promote chain reactions 

of support and empowerment. And it’s 

about coordinating efforts, among 

women and between men and women, 

that emphasise the multiple social and 

economic benefits of educating women. 

Without persistent and co-ordinated 

work, these self-perpetuating cycles are 

unlikely to be broken.  

Illiteracy rates among women 
are falling: why this isn’t good news
By Jackie Carroll, CEO of Media Works

Functional illiteracy rates in South Africans over the age of 20 are on the decline. This means that more 
adult men and women can read and write today than could 15 years ago. But, this doesn’t necessarily 
point to either a satisfactory education system or an equitable employment environment, and nowhere is 
this more evident than among South Africa’s women.

B
etween 2002 and 2016, says Stats SA’s most recent general household 

survey, the percentage of men over the age of 20 who had either 

received no schooling or who had not completed Grade 7 dropped from 

25.8% to 13.3%. 

Among women, this figure decreased from 28.6% to 15.9%. These positive 

trends, however, don’t necessarily equate to a more educated and capable 

workforce. A Grade 7 literacy level qualifies someone for menial labour at best, 

and stark gaps remain between the literate and the employable, and again 

between the employable and the professionally successful.

Bridging these gaps are organisations that specialise in adult education and 

training (AET), organisations that have also seen important shifts over the past 

15 to 20 years. Where the profile of the average AET learner in the wake of 

apartheid was an illiterate man in his 40s, today’s learners typically hold a matric 

and are considerably younger. 

The number of women enrolled in these programmes has also increased 

significantly. While this might seem encouraging at first – it indicates, of course, 

that more young people are raising their levels of education – it also points to 

the ways in which the basic education system continues to fail them. Illiteracy 

might be on the decline, but as long as AET is necessary, primary and secondary 

education in South Africa remains inadequate.
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Kickstart your career  
in 120 hours (or less) 
Short courses continue to gain popularity with career-minded individuals seeking to boost their prospects, 
as well as with those who want to study but are not able to do so full time, an education expert says.

I
n our tough economic climate, employers – from small startups to major 

corporations – want to be sure that people are equipped to carry out the roles 

they need performed. Sometimes this requires a specific qualification but 

often, particularly after graduation or once a person is already working, a short 

course that is recent, relevant and specific is a far better indicator that the 

person has current skills than a qualification achieved years ago,” says Peter 

Kriel, General Manager of The Independent Institute of Education. 

A short course normally takes anything between 8 hours for a workshop to a few 

months to complete. The time varies, but what is normally needed is between 

8 and 120 hours of commitment from the person – although some are 

considerably longer. Today, many short courses are offered online, but there 

remains an ongoing interest in those that are presented face-to-face in groups, 

as it is hard to match the interaction, collaboration and networking achieved in 

this way, says Kriel.

He says that in a recent review of the short courses that continue to 

attract enrolments on a face-to-face basis, The IIE’s key providers of short 

courses, Vega School and The Business School at Varsity College, confirmed 

that most students enrolled with the aim to ensure their skills were up-to-

date and immediately applicable in the workplace, as it improved their 

career prospects. 

“There is a direct correlation between the demand for short courses and the 

corporate world demand on staff to quickly take up a new role or responsibility. 

This is where short courses come into their own, as they give ambitious people 

what they need when they need it and in an immediately implementable way,” 

says Kriel.

The most popular short courses 
currently are
Business management 

“Short courses in business management 

remain very popular with those 

individuals who are progressing up the 

ladder at work and feel the need for a 

sound and quick exposure to key 

functional areas of responsibility for 

managers. Many may go on to do more 

formal education or already have a 

foundation that they are consolidating, 

but we see a strong correlation between 

workplace opportunities and enrolment 

in this short course,” says Kriel.

Marketing management 

“In a tough economic environment, 

many existing managers and others 

recognise the potential that an ability to 

analyse and solve marketing challenges 

gives to achieving strategic advantage 

for business and for themselves. Small 

business owners understand the need 

to market effectively, but do not always 

know how. Finally, those with a sales 

Helping your child develop study 
strategies for lifelong academic excellence
Interview with Clare Pretorius, Senior Deputy Principal at Trinityhouse High, Randpark Ridge

Parents and guardians can, and should, help their young children develop good study habits from an early 
age, to help them achieve academic excellence throughout their school years and beyond, an education 
expert says.

I
n primary school, learners will start bringing homework assignments from 

school, and be required to study for tests. These early years are the best time 

to guide children and equip them with the strategies and tools to ensure that 

study discipline comes naturally in later years,” says Clare Pretorius, Senior 

Deputy Principal at Trinityhouse High, Randpark Ridge.

Pretorius says once parents have left behind the frazzled and often anxious 

toddler years, they will be faced with a whole new myriad of uncertainties and 

frustrations once their school going children are required to start studying and 

performing to the best of their ability academically. 

“Every young person differs when it comes to attention and dedication to studies, 

homework and exam preparation. Some parents have intrinsically motivated 

children, while others need to constantly spur them on. Regardless of where a 

child falls on the spectrum however, parents can guide and equip them to 

ensure they are able to grow and develop to ultimately realise their full potential,” 

she says. 

It is important for parents and guardians to first establish what a child’s intrinsic 

learning style is – auditory, visual, or a combination of the two? 

“It is possible that the child learns through doing rather than seeing. The 

preferred method, if used correctly, will facilitate successful learning.” 

It is also vital to ensure that children have a suitable study environment.

“This refers to both the physical environment and the atmosphere created for the 

studying child,” says Pretorius.

“Daily routine needs to be established, and this includes when meals are served 

and when family outings are arranged, as children need little to distract them 

from the task at hand. Preparation of the environment also includes ensuring 

that all necessary equipment is available. As children get older they will organise 

this themselves, but initially a parent needs to assist and demonstrate best 

practice.” 

Once the groundwork has been laid, parents should assist – with varying degrees 

of involvement – with the actual study process. 

“Intrinsically motivated children may need firmness and guidance as to when 

enough is enough. Avoid allowing children to study into the small hours of the 

morning only to sit their exams in an exhausted state. On the other side of the 

spectrum, many children will need firm 

encouragement just to get going. These 

children do well when study schedules 

are drawn up with the help of parents, 

with lots of encouragement to get with 

and stick to the programme.” 

Pretorius says study programmes must 

be realistic and give adequate time to 

each subject. 

“It must be flexible and make allowances 

for last minute emergencies such as 

power failures or illness. Such a 

programme should be set up well in 

advance, as that in itself brings a sense 

of control to the situation for both 

parent and child,” she says.

“Supporting your studying child can be a 

cause for stress, which is exacerbated if 

the child also doesn’t enjoy writing 

exams or studying. So parents should 

understand that they are key to the 

maintenance of a relatively stress free 

environment. There are years ahead of 

our children that will be filled with 

homework, tests and exams. If we can 

engender a positive attitude and a 

diligence in approach to academic work 

right from the start, it will go a long way 

to cultivating positive and diligent young 

adults who realise their potential.”  
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background find that a foundation in marketing is an effective way to broaden 

their value to employers and enhance their earnings,” says Kriel.

Project management

Given the complexity of virtually all environments, project management 

methodology continues to gain traction as a core competency for those who want 

to help move a company forward effectively and efficiently. There is broad 

recognition these days that project management is a skillset that can be taught 

and, if applied well, can result in success in difficult situations. 

“As a result, we are not surprised that this course, which gives core skills to 

those who are required to plan and complete projects in time and on budget 

continues to be one of the most popular,” Kriel notes.

Supply chain & logistics management

Similarly, more and more managers understand that logistics and supply chains 

can make or break a growing business and thus the demand for training in this 

core function continues to grow, Kriel says.

Brand management in a digital world

“We are equally not at all surprised”, he says, “that several of our short courses 

that embrace technology for improved effectiveness are experiencing a surge in 

enrolments. These include short courses in Digital Brand Strategy, Desktop 

Publishing and Design, Web Design, Copywriting for Brands, Gamification in 

Brand Building and Strategic Brand Leadership. Companies that do not embrace 

these opportunities find their growth stalled and more and more people in small, 

medium and large businesses want the skills to manage their own brands in a 

digital world.”

Kriel says there is no doubt that short courses are now very much focused on 

career progression and new skills, and that very few people have the personal 

resources or can get funded by their employers for ‘vanity courses’ just focused 

on personal growth. This is because of the state of the economy, but also 

because of the rapidly changing demands of the world of work. 

“Boosting your career, or getting a 

foot in the door, doesn’t always require 

full-time study over several years,” 

says Kriel.

“Employers reward staff and seek new 

candidates who can demonstrate that 

they have achieved a solid grounding in 

a specific niche field, and that they are 

able to perform specific duties from the 

word go. Short courses are therefore a 

fantastic option for those people who 

need to upskill or wide-skill within a 

limited time, whose time for studies is 

limited, or who need to demonstrate 

that they can meet a business need 

right away.” 
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